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Letter from the Editor
Dear Reader,
I come to you at the end of a tumultuous year with hope this one will be a little brighter. In times
like these, it is important to celebrate even the small victories. This publication is a victory, born of
hard work, dedication, and the fierce determination of everyone involved. I would like to take this
time to thank our previous president Modje Taavon and Cesar Osuna for laying the foundations of
this publication, without you none of this would be possible.
I would also like to thank our editorial board for their persistence and patience throughout this
process: James Alfano, Corie Alvarado, Lorena Ramirez, Celia Velazquez, and the blind peer
reviewers who offered up their time to read over the works.
A special thank you to our Advisory Board for their words of wisdom and their mentorship: Dr.
Michael Bryson, Dr. Danielle Spratt, and Dr. Lauren Byler.
It is now my pleasure to introduce the essays collected in this publication. Angel Baker’s ‘Yonnondio’
and ‘Johnny Got His Gun’ - Modernist Reality and Class Consciousness is a fluent examination of the
comparisons between traditionalists, who use their art as an expression of their spiritual calling, and
modernists, who use the language of the masses to discuss the masses.
Tolkien weaves a sustainable agrarian worldview for Earth using The Lord of the Rings and the
question of whether it is possible is examined in Natalie Van Gelder’s essay, Going Back Home with
Tolkien: How ‘The Lord of the Rings’ Inspires a Sustainable Agrarian Worldview for Earth.
Maya Bornstein, in her essay for Muriel Rukeyser’s 1938 epic poem “The Book of the Dead,”
describes how the poem constitutes an act of Marxist revolution and seeks to catalyze an effective
working class revolt against capitalist power by exposing its inherent violence.
In Supersizing the Superhero Genre: A path to More Heroes of Color, Kisa Schultz discusses pathways for
how the genre can obtain more superheroes of color and the importance of representation.
On behalf of everyone, I would like to say thank you, and we hope you enjoy the essays.
Diane Dang
January 2021
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If the twenties artist looked inward, many thirties artists looked socially inward, seeking
neglected sources of national strength in turbulent times.
- Steven G. Kellman. “The Return of the Thirties.”
A modernist novel has no real ‘beginning’, since it plunges us into a flowing stream of
experience with which we gradually familiarize ourselves by a process of inference and
association; and its ending is usually ‘open’ or ambiguous, leaving the reader in doubt as to the
final destinies of the characters.
- Nils Clausson, “Charles Yale Harrison's ‘Little-Known Minor Masterpiece’: Generals Die in
Bed, Modernism, and the Canon of World War I Fiction.”

Yonnondio and Johnny Got His Gun – Modernist Reality and Class Consciousness
Angel Baker

Modernist literature and poetry explored themes of fragmentation in a rapidly
industrialized nation. Messy emotions, wars, family matters, and power imbalances stood in the
place of traditional narratives; oftentimes incorporating messages for change, a rally cry to stop
the forces that undercut the essence of the human experience. Where the traditionalists preferred
art in accordance with some spiritual calling, modernists were concerned with telling the story of
the masses in their very own language. While each story may be distinct, proletarian literature
aimed to represent the collective disorientation experienced by the common working man and his
family.
Both Yonnondio and Johnny Got His Gun embrace the tragedy of their environments in
their respective territories in ways that are too painful to look away from. This paper explores how
the two novels, distinctly modernist in form and proletarian in message, urge a reformation of a
framework that discards human beings like faulty ammunition. Through a rejection of traditional
linear storytelling, abstracted imagery, and a mediated narrative, the characters in Yonnondio and
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Johnny Got His Gun achieve realization of class and personal consciousness exposing class
realities and problems in early 19th century America.
Tillie Olsen's, Yonnondio, captures the essence of The Great Depression through the lives
of the Holbrooks, a working class family struggling to eat, pay rent, and survive. Simply existing
exhausts this family to the bone. Through the brutal portrayal of the lives of this working class
family, Olsen offers insight into the lives of other working class families similarly situated,
crippled by the power imbalance created by the capitalist framework. As discussed in “Materialist
Dialectics in Tillie Olsen’s Early Work” Olsen tackled the mission of “show[ing] the lives of the
Holbrooks as part of a developing social whole [and] to show how the isolated struggles of the
Holbrooks were related to processes at work in the 1920s that would result in worldwide economic
and political crisis and mass workers’ movements in the 1930s” (Dawahare 17-18). In this respect,
the novel is, among other categories, a proletarian “collective novel” (Lee 127) speaking for “any
of a thousand towns in America” (Olsen 29) a “cry from a million swollen throats” (Olsen 112).
By depicting the harsh realities of the Holbrooks’ dire poverty, Olsen achieves an “intensive
totality” that necessarily critiques the disparities between all American rich and all American poor,
between the working class and bourgeoisie (Dawahare 3). The strain between the exhausted family
and their unachievable goals creates a universality within the working class struggle using
language familiar to the working class.
The device of “narrative mediation” gives Olsen the license to selectively include details
of the Holbrooks’ lives, ones that “highlight the dialectical tension between her working class
characters’ needs to survive and to live with some degree of contentment (inclusive of dignity) and
the social limitations imposed by capitalist relations” (Dawahare 5). She has chosen to recount
only those details which capture the essence of working class lives (Dawahare 5), specifically
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those which pertain to survival instincts, reasoning, and imagination (Dawahare 6), upon which
the Holbrooks will rely to get through another day. Little, if any, attention is paid to the lives of
the landlords and foremen. Peering into this world through myriad working class characters’
perspectives allows the reader a continuity of spirit while the focus on linear storytelling has been
rejected in place of a collective consciousness at the crossroads between revolution and downfall.
For Mazie, wild fascinations with nature are her agent for survival and the narrative of her
story swiftly moves from external to internal. During one of Mazie's reveries, Anna is pregnant,
and Mazie and Will venture outside their home. Omniscient observational narrative then shifts to
Mazie’s perspective. The earth is described:
Ugly and ugly the earth. Patches of soiled snow oozing away, leaving the ground like great
dirty sores between, scabs of old leaves that like a bruise hid the violets beneath. Trees, fat
with oily buds, and the swollen breasts of prairie. Ugly. She [Mazie] turned her eyes to the
sky for oblivion, but it was bellies, swollen bellies, black and corpse gray, puffing out
baggier and baggier, cloud belly on cloud belly till at the zenith they push vast and swollen.
(Olsen 60-61)
These repeated mentions of buds, swelling, and baggy bellies illustrate Mazie's frustration with
her family's dire state. The Holbrooks are already "skimping" by using "poverty's arithmetic"
(Olsen 23) and now there will be another mouth to feed and clothe. Mazie will again be expected
to help more around the house and she is probably also at least subconsciously aware that the new
baby will bring greater stress to her parents' already strained and violent relationship. The entrance
into this little girl’s imagination through the narrative shift extends an otherwise innocuous
metaphor - what natural fantasy is to the rich is something entirely different for working class
children who can not afford luxury in fantasy. The fantasy of nature’s limitless potential in this
Articulate 1.2
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case bears only dried earth and impotent soil incapable of producing rich harvest. Earth, like work
in this dusty old town, does not deliver reward but instead a steadfast “tongueless” sorrow (Olsen
30).
Shapeless and unidentifiable sentiments run through Anna, the beleaguered matriarch of
the Holbrook family, yet she is unable to name them or truly embrace the suffering welling up.
These visions of a mostly numbed state move with Anna in this all consuming wave of poverty.
As she is recovering from her miscarriage, Anna steps outside of her house where a formless
emotion ripples. Olsen writes:
The culminating vision of overwhelming, hostile forces surrounding which had come to
Anna that week of the clinic, never left her. But she was not strong enough to contend with
it now. Only sporadically could she try to order, do something about their lives. And a
separation, a distance-something broken and new and tremulous - had been born in her,
lying by herself those long unaccustomed hours free of task. (Olsen 133-134)
The descriptions of her suffering are unique to her circumstances, yes, in that she has recently been
unable to contribute to the housekeeping, yet the sensations of hostility, separation, and brokenness are ones that capture the growing dissidence of the working class as a whole. It is interesting
to note that Anna’s sickness is brought on repeated pregnancies, little sustenance, and being
overworked, all of which are perpetual symptoms of the only condition from which she cannot
break free: crippling poverty (Macpherson 265). She is every mother in poverty. The “intensive
totality” here begs the question whether any working class family could do anything more than
exist within a system that privileges production over a sustainable future, that quantifies success
in manufacturing units rather than quality of life. For Anna, the timeline of her life is dictated by
her continued pregnancies and it is within those pregnancies that she is afforded any reprieve from
Articulate 1.2
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the endless work of poverty stricken domesticity. Olsen gives this gift to Anna - the sporadic and
disjointed sentiments of a put-upon mother - to force the realization that embracing even the most
basic of suffering is a challenge to women who have all but learned to bend so that they do not
break. The formless visions themselves struggle to suggest meaning much the same as those forced
to live under a financially oppressive regime.
The modernist technique of fragmenting the narration is a particularly effective device in
this text. The dreams, nightmares, and internal monologues of the characters gives the reader an
insight into the emotional devastation of the depression which a purely plot driven text would not
achieve. Even nature reacts to the family’s suffering in a way that highlights the tension in their
own lives but in the broader natural world as well. After a particularly tragic moment when Jim
reveals his family will lose the farm, Olsen writes: “The wind started a laughter in the fallen dried
leaves, stirred them round and round senselessly in a mocking mimicry of being alive, rose in
mocking laughter through the trees and beat it up over the sky” (Olsen 55). Nature colludes in the
senseless injustices of the tenant farming system, where a man can work endlessly for a year only
to owe money to his landlord in the end. In many ways, nature in Yonnondio is a constant
companion to the landlord - it promises but never delivers bounty to the proletarian families.
Personified in its own fragmented narration, its inescapable force (the wind shrieking like the
whistle) taunts much the same as the coal operator or the slaughterhouse foreman whose positions
necessarily prevent the working man from rising up out of their caste.
Likewise, Olsen does not simply report each detail and describe every facial feature to
initiate the reader, rather she embodies “imagistic techniques of abstraction (but not
decontextualization) that allows her to show the particular’s difference from yet identify with the
general” (Dawahare 7). During Mr. Holbrook’s internal monologue following Tracy quitting his
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job in defiant (naive) protest, “Olsen uses [the] agitprop technique … in an attempt to make the
class-conscious perspective intrinsic to the subjectivity of her characters” (Dawahare, Joyous,
267). Holbrook’s anger comes from knowing that no real change will come from this minor ripple
in the larger ocean of oppression. Olsen paints broad strokes with Holbrook’s thoughts: “So he
threw it up, not yet knowing a job was God, and praying wasn’t enough, you have to live for It,
produce for It, prostrate yourself, take anything from It, for was it not God and what came was not
by Its Divine Providence, and nothing to do but bow to It and thank It for Its mercifulness to you,
a poor sinner, who has nothing to sell but your labor power” (Olsen 89-90). The abstracted details
provided here are more general than specific as to the “It” and the “job” and suggest more the
characters’ membership in their class than their personal attributes (Dawahare 8). In this way, the
abstractions serve as parceled amalgamations of any number of the thousands of families flattened
by the depression. The quick shift into Jim Holbrook’s thoughts permits entry into this man’s
natural reaction to Tracy’s naive move but also supposes an unspoken psychic response to the
working man’s strife. Through Jim’s internal consciousness we arrive at the kernel of this
proletarian text which contemplates that one day, “you could wipe out the whole thing, the whole
goddam thing, and a human could be a human for the first time on earth” (Olsen 92). What no
working man can safely speak aloud can only be expressed in a fringe moment abstracted from the
here and now of this story’s framework.
Finally, that the novel does not have a traditional ending provides, to this writer, an even
stronger message that the struggle of the working class will go on long after the reader closes this
book. Though this text does fall within the proletarian literature category, Olsen does not concern
herself with the traditional expectations of the genre, namely that the ending will effect a collective
revolutionary action (Lee 125-126). To the contrary, Yonnondio ends with a taste of hope for the
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Holbrooks with little reverence for the suffering to which the earlier portions of text were dedicated
(Lee 127-128). The gestures are small, delicate. “Trees move,” “dust blows up,” and “[t]he air’s
changin” (Olsen 191). Regardless of whether the novel was actually finished, this ending leaves
an imprint that a revolution would not. The ending does not portend to change all life in capitalist
America. Olsen is much more subtle in her suggestions, teasing even that Baby Bess begins to
show “centuries of human drive work in her” as she fiddles with the fruit jar lid (Olsen 190-191).
In modernist fashion, Olsen proposes there can be no ending for the Holbrooks, nor their collective
working class counterparts. A traditional ending undermines the overall claim this novel suggests:
that suffering will continue indefinitely as long as and until the coal operator, the slaughterhouse
foreman, or the wealthy realize the injustice of the current capitalist structure.
*
Dalton Trumbo is no stranger to rocking the political boat. His work decried greed and paid
mind to the working class citizen (Palmer 61). His essays revealed his sympathy towards
communism and how dedicated he was to promoting “art above commerce, and workers above the
powers that be and exploitation” (Palmer 63). His outspoken nature would later get him expelled
(temporarily) from Hollywood after arrest and inquiry by the House Un-American Committee
(Palmer 63). His speech to the committee bears repeating as it demonstrates the contempt for the
rising nationalist paranoia in America he refused to conceal. It reads:
Already the gentlemen of this Committee and others of like disposition have produced in
this capital city a political atmosphere which is acrid with fear and repression; a community
in which anti-Semitism finds safe refuge behind secret tests of loyalty; a city in which no
union leader can trust his telephone; a city in which old friends hesitate to recognize one
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another in public places; a city in which men and women who dissent even slightly from
the orthodoxy you seek to impose speak with confidence only in moving cars and in the
open air. You have produced a capital city on the eve of its Reichstag fire. For those who
remember German history in the autumn of 1932 there is the smell of smoke in this very
room. (Lewis 13-14)

It’s no surprise then that his 1939 novel, Johnny Got His Gun, an attack on the senseless
carnage that war brings, should be so scathing. Like Olsen, Trumbo utilizes several modernist
techniques to critique war and the abstractions that cause it, as well as to allow his protagonist to
erase the self in exchange for a collective consciousness.
The main character of Johnny Got His Gun, Joe Bonham, is a young American man who
was severely injured by a mortar explosion in World War I. The story of his life, pre-and-post
injury, is woven through an omniscient third person and first person narration, oftentimes
interchanging in the same string of sentences. For example, when Joe is first realizing the dire state
of injury (which I will refer to as “disembodiment”), Trumbo writes, “His lungs were pumping air
but he couldn’t stop them from doing it. He couldn’t live and he couldn’t die. No no no that can’t
be right. No no. Mother. Mother where are you? Hurry mother hurry hurry hurry and wake me up”
(Trumbo 63). This then leads into a first person plea for his mother’s help and a solemn wish, “Not
me” (Trumbo 64). As discussed in “Charles Yale Harrison's ‘Little-Known Minor Masterpiece’:
Generals Die in Bed, Modernism, and the Canon of World War I Fiction,” Clausson claims
“[m]odernist fiction eschews the straight chronological ordering of its material, and the use of a
reliable, omniscient and intrusive narrator. It employs, instead, either a single, limited point of
view, or a method of multiple points of view, all more or less limited and fallible” (Clausson III,
internal citations omitted). Moving perspectives takes the reader from observer to participant in a
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way that insists upon Joe’s suffering. At the same time, it forces the reader/participant into the
mind and body of a war-torn man so that we will seek with him some kind of justice. What a
strictly mono-narrative could not accomplish, a disjointed one can: a true empathy for the state of
confusion war causes. By creating a sense of being in multiple places at once through several
characters’ inner worlds and varying timelines, Trumbo mimics what is a coping mechanism for
soldiers in combat compartmentalizing the precious memories of life pre-war and the atrocious
acts being called upon men to do unto other men.
It is significant to note that Joe’s body is hardly considered a body at all, so much so that
he is essentially ignored for several years but for the provision of basic essentials. One must ask
how did not one nurse, doctor, or General question whether the essence of Joe still existed,
meaning why did no one ask was “he” still in there (Zaner 192)? Because as readers we are privy
to his thoughts, and, in turn, his consciousness, the frustration when nurses do not respond to his
tapping extends beyond a standard plot-imposed anxiety (Zaner 199). It is clear that his caregivers
expected that no spirit remained inside what was left of his body and in this respect they massively
underestimated the will of this disembodied man. A soldier ought to be without dissent, in all
fashions compliant, even after catastrophic injury. Joe’s spirit, on the other hand, survived, even
elevated to a Christlike state by actively denouncing the dogma of war. Though Joe is rendered
physically powerless, his resistance is anything but passive. Trumbo created a scenario,
uncharacteristic of reality, where a working class man can challenge authority to no end and face
no repercussions (arguably having faced the worst already). In this way, not only is the narrative
fragmented in space and time, so is the protagonist’s body - this disembodied fragmentation is
what gives him agency to speak against the “masters of men” (Trumbo 243).
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It is precisely Joe’s disembodiment that allows his full consciousness to develop and
emerges his idea of the collective “WE.” In “The Tradition and the Individual Talent,” T.S. Eliot
explores what makes good poetry (versus purely emotional poetry) and suggests that the poet must
“develop or procure the consciousness of the past” (Lauter 1878). Through this procurement of
consciousness, the poet will “surrender of himself as he is at the moment to something which is
more valuable [in a] continual self-sacrifice, a continual extinction of personality” (Lauter 1878).
I suggest that Trumbo adopts Eliot’s extinction of personality in the conclusion of Johnny Got His
Gun. Joe has a vision of himself as “the new messiah of the battlefields saying to people as I am
so shall you be” and he refuses to be “dead” for the war (Trumbo 241). Joe’s revery continues:
Remember it well we we we are the world we are the future and we will not let you
butcher us no matter what slogans you write. Remember it well we we we are the world
we are what makes it go round we made bread and cloth and guns and we are the hub of
the wheel and the spokes and the wheel itself without us you would be hungry naked
worms and we will not die. We are immortal we are the sources of life we are the lowly
despicable ugle people we are the great wonderful people of the world and we are sick of
it we are utterly weary we are done with it forever and ever because we are the living and
we will not be destroyed. (Trumbo 241)
Here, perhaps more than any other place, the text represents a collective sentiment that stands for
social consciousness and recognizes without veil or secrecy the sacrifice of the working class man.
Through pain, suffering, and time, the disembodied casualty of war envelops the identities of his
working class brothers and together they are united against the greed and abuse of power that
caused “their” injuries and deaths. He’s become one with the “little slaves like himself who had
been captured in war,” the Cathaginian slaves, the “slaves who built the pyramids thousands of
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them tens of thousands of them spending their whole lives to put up a dead monument to a dead
king,” and the slaves, like him who “had been sent to fight against other slaves of his own kind in
a strange place (Trumbo 181-183). This unity of identity creates the fighting spirit that closes the
novel. It is through Joe’s imagination and memory that he is awakened to the plight of all others
like him, suffering at the hands of a structure designed to squash enlightened thinking. (Case in
point, when Joe first attempts his morse code he is sedated (Trumbo 184).) It is the extinction of
the “self” that brings this collective novel to its polemic crescendo.
While a traditional war novel sets up the genre expectation of precision, photo-like realism
in its portrayal of combat and the associated carnage of warfare, Johnny Got His Gun departs
widely from this tradition (Clausson I, internal citations omitted). The story of “Lazarus,” a
gruesome tale of a young Bavarian man who was senselessly murdered and his body desecrated,
is a notable exception, though the story is not told in real time but through Joe’s memory (Trumbo
148-153). The story serves as a symbol of the arbitrary nature of war and the associated rituals of
death, thus falls squarely within Trumbo’s overall rejection of pitting young men against each
other for “words” like “liberty,” “freedom,” or “decency” (Trumbo 109-114). Much of the
remainder of the novel abandons a linear trajectory, and is dedicated to a free association of
memories that are triggered by moments Joe has registered outside of his mind, in the real world.
Early on in the novel, immediately after Joe registers that he has lost his arms, he feels hot, “[s]o
hot that he seemed to be burning up inside and out” and simultaneously “[i]t seemed that he and
Howie were working on the railroad. That was funny. Oh hell things were getting mixed up again.
He’d seen all this before” (Trumbo 40). Joe’s memories take him back to back-breaking work on
the section gang with Howie, his dalliance and break-up with Diane, crying over a girl, and wishing
someone would “take him out and shoot him while there’s something worth while in him” (Trumbo
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40-54). In a quick turn from the innocence of a first love lost, Joe is brought back to the present
moment where “[i]t all seemed so real at the time and now it wasn’t real at all” (Trumbo 54). He
returns from his memory but is still in his disembodied state, certainly wishing to reclaim his
arbitrarily wasted pre-war innocence. While Joe is all but dead, all that remains of him are his
memories - his memories become his essence. That multiple events occur at once fell the expected
trope of precision in war story-telling. Trumbo aims for the precision of confusion, of oblivion
(Trumbo 100), of the unknowables of death.
Later in the novel, Joe feels a change in the fingertips of a nurse (Trumbo 167). The
“pumping in his blood” in real time leads Joe into a series of sensual memories of girls from his
youth. There was Ruby, Laurette, Bonnie, and Lucky and Parisian prostitutes reminding men that
they’d soon be shipped off to war (Trumbo 167-176). These memories are then fragmented by a
narrator who has a distinct post-war perspective. All in italics, the first break from Joe’s memory
reads:
Somewhere it is being prepared. Somewhere deep in the heart of Germany the shell is being
made. Some German girl is polishing it right now polishing it and cleaning it and fitting
the charge into it. It glistens in the factory light and it has a number and the number is
mine. I have a date with the shell. We shall meet soon. (Trumbo 176)
Three additional breaks in the narration continue on warning of the meeting with the shell
that will destroy the men, and destroy Joe. Joe is then brought back to the present moment though
the silence of the death of the men in the fragmented revery (“Silence. What’s this what’s this oh
my god can a man ever lower can a man ever be less”) (Trumbo 179)). The voice of the narrator
integrates a combination of Joe’s evolving identity and an all knowing consciousness
foreshadowing the mens’ fate, the confusion of which is necessarily unresolved. Trumbo’s
Articulate 1.2
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weaving of Joe’s pre-war memories, omniscient behind the scenes of building mortar shells, and
foreshadowing death certainly departs from standard linear storytelling as well as the expectation
that a war novel should “tell it like it was” (Clausson I). The effect is disorienting not unlike the
alienation the characters experienced in In Our Time, Hemingway’s 1925 montage fiction.
Disorientation is the driving force behind the layered textures of Trumbo’s storytelling which serve
as a reminder that disorientation is a dominant sensation felt in war. One (with a conscience) does
not feel oriented in unfamiliar territory, fighting other peoples’ wars, “d[ying] to protect his own
life,” and “dy[ing] for nothing” (Trumbo 116, 119). De-centering the banalities of evil (to borrow
a phrase coined by Hannah Arendt) then becomes the noble cause of the now blended collective
consciousness of Joe and his fallen comrades.
*
Olsen’s Yonnondio and Trumbo’s Johnny Got His Gun show how, without fail, souls are
ruined by the power imbalances created by capitalism and imperialist war. We enter the worlds of
exaggerated opposites - that of a family that continues to propagate despite crippling poverty and
that of a man who is as close to death as one can possibly be, each proffering a similar experience
of resilience in spite of insurmountable oppression. Through an intensive totality that spares no
graphic detail pertinent to the strife of the Holbrooks and Joe Bonham, a collective consciousness
materializes and the reader is embraced as participant in a dialectic against abstractions enabling
dehumanization.
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Going Back Home with Tolkien:
How The Lord of the Rings Inspires a Sustainable Agrarian Worldview for Earth
Natalie Van Gelder
J.R.R. Tolkien's novel The Lord of the Rings ultimately begins and ends in the Shire. This
is home to the novel's central protagonist, Frodo, as well as his closest friends Sam, Merry, and
Pippin; but one could say that the Shire was home to Tolkien as well. In his letters, Tolkien
explains that "The Shire is more or less a Warwickshire village of about the period of the
Diamond Jubilee."1 Tolkien spent much of his early childhood living with his family in the
hamlet of Sarehole, just outside Birmingham. He would have been about five years old during
Queen Victoria's Diamond Jubilee celebration in 1897 and has stated that this period of his life
formed in him "a particular love of what you might call central Midland English countryside,
based on good water, stones and elm trees and small, quiet rivers and so on and of course rustic
people."2 Tolkien is also on record saying that the years he spent at the family farm (1896 to
1900) were "the longest-seeming and most formative part of my life" and "it bites into your
memory and imagination even if you don't think it has."3 In Tolkien's opinion, the agrarian
lifestyle and small farming practices he experienced as a child were an agricultural and societal
ideal. Farmers had a physical and emotional hand in coaxing the earth to produce for them, quite
the opposite of modern large-scale commercial farming that we mostly see today. Although the
rural farmers that Tolkien respected were still altering the natural landscape by tilling the earth,
they did so in responsible ways, never asking the earth to produce more than it could handle.
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The environment Tolkien fell in love with as a child, however, would not last; by the time
he started writing The Lord of the Rings, the small rural town where he spent his most formative
years had been greatly affected by urban sprawl, quickly consumed by the ever-growing city of
Birmingham. As Dickerson and Evans suggest, "the Shire of Tolkien's adult imagination must
have been conceived partly in compensation for the destruction of the English countryside that
occurred during his own lifetime."4 Throughout his life, Tolkien would see even more European
countryside demolished through war and industry, agrarian communities overtaken and changed
by progress, and the landscape and natural environment polluted and destroyed. By
romanticizing a rural agrarian lifestyle as the ideal in The Lord of the Rings, Tolkien has the
chance to promote his environmental beliefs, thus inspiring sustainable agricultural practices in
our own world and time. He does this primarily through the characters of the Hobbits, but also
through the story of the Entwives as well as the hope brought through renewal and recovery at
the end of the novel. As inspirational as Tolkien's ideal vision of rural agriculture is, however,
the question must be asked if world-wide adoption of such practices is even a possibility in the
modern world and, if so, are the sacrifices needed to achieve such a world worth it to humans
presently. In this essay, I will start by examining how Tolkien creates sentiment for a
romanticized vision of small rural agriculture in The Lord of the Rings and end with investigating
how applicable these ideals are in the modern world.
As mentioned, Tolkien's novel The Lord of the Rings begins in the Shire. The very first
page describes Hobbits in the following way: "Hobbits…love peace and quiet and a good tilled
earth: a well-ordered and well-farmed countryside was their favourite haunt. They do not and did
not understand or like machines more complicated than a forge-bellows, a water-mill, or a hand-
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loom."5 Indeed, Sam's own profession in the Shire is as a gardener, and some of the most wellrespected hobbits tilled the land, including Farmer Maggot, Farmer Cotton, and Pippin's own
father. In one of his letters, Tolkien even likens himself to a Hobbit in that he "like(s) gardens,
trees, and unmechanized farmlands."6 By not utilizing large, complicated tools of industry and
progress, Hobbits can contain their farming efforts to what they can do by hand, leading to
responsible agrarian practices where they are never able, or willing, to take more from the land
than is necessary for their survival.
It can be argued that the character offering the clearest picture of Tolkien's agrarian
idealism is Sam. Sam starts the novel as the gardener of Bilbo and Frodo and ends the novel as a
hero in Middle-earth. Throughout the story, he holds his love of gardening close to his heart and
is rewarded for this passion by one of Middle-earth's highest respected beings, Galadriel. When
Sam first meets the high Elf, like the rest of the Fellowship, he is presented with the chance to
turn back. Sam tells Pippin, "She seemed to be looking inside me and asking me what I would do
if she gave me the chance of flying back home to the Shire to a nice little hole with – with a bit
of garden of my own."7 Later, When Sam looks into the mirror of Galadriel, he sees the Shire
being industrialized and destroyed.8 When viewing his greatest love, Sam sees gardening and
when viewing his greatest fear, he sees his agrarian countryside being destroyed. As Galadriel
hands out gifts to each member of the Fellowship, she tells Sam,
For you little gardener and lover of trees…I have only a small gift…In this box there is
earth from my orchard, and such a blessing as Galadriel has still to bestow is upon it…if
you keep it and see your home again at last, then perhaps it may reward you. Though you
5.
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should find all barren and laid waste, there will be few gardens in Middle-earth that will
bloom like your garden, if you sprinkle this earth there.9
Sam's deep connection to nature and horticulture is respected by the highest of beings in Middleearth. While he wishes throughout the novel to be remembered as a warrior, early in the novel he
is already honored for his hand in helping things grow.
Even though Sam is tested early on when the Fellowship passes through Lothlórien, his
greatest trial comes when he is tempted by the ring toward the end of the novel. Through
previous trials of temptation by characters, it can be assumed that the ring enhances desires in
those who possess it. It is therefore fitting that the ring should heighten two specific desires in
Sam, both his wish to be remembered as a warrior as well as fame as a gardener. Ever resilient,
however, Sam responds as follows:
In that hour of trial it was the love of his master that helped most to hold him firm; but
also deep down in him lived still unconquered his plain hobbit-sense; he knew in the core
of his heart that he was not large enough to bear such a burden, even if such visions were
not a mere cheat to betray him. The one small garden of a free gardener was all his need
and due, not a garden swollen to a realm; his own hands to use, not the hands of others to
command.10
Sam's reaction to the ring is interesting in that it seems to echo or even enhance the theme
against industrialization. Ever the perfect ambassador for responsible agriculture, Sam uses
"hobbit-sense" to come back to reality, realizing that his mastering a realm-sized garden
(essentially the image of industrialized agriculture) would eliminate his ability to commune with
the earth, the very thing that attracts and secures his love for gardening.
Hobbits are not the only beings featured in The Lord of the Rings to have a strong
fondness for cultivation. It is mentioned that the long-lost Entwives created and tended vast,
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beautiful gardens, even sharing their agricultural skills with Men. Treebeard explains to Merry
and Pippin that the Entwives "saw the sloe in the thicket, and the wild apple and the cherry
blossoming in the spring, and the green herbs in the waterlands in summer, and the seeding
grasses in the autumn fields"11 and "the land of the Entwives blossomed richly and their fields
were full of corn."12 However, much like the English countryside of Tolkien's youth, the
Entwives' gardens, orchards, and fields were not to last. Overtaken by war and possibly run off
their land or killed, the Entwives and their gardens disappeared from Middle-earth. A devastating
passage describes what was left:
As the third day of their voyage wore on the lands changed slowly: the trees thinned and
then failed all together. On the eastern bank to their left they saw long formless slopes
stretching up and away toward the sky; brown and withered they looked, as if fire had
passed over them, leaving no living blade of green: an unfriendly waste without even a
broken tree or a bold stone to relieve the emptiness. They had come to the Brown Lands
that lay, vast and desolate, between Southern Mirkwood and the hills of the Emyn Muil.
What pestilence or war or evil deed of the Enemy had so blasted all that region even
Aragorn could not tell.13
The gardens of the Entwives could represent a utopian ideal of agriculture, bordering on
fantastical, making the destruction of their gardens and way of life through war and progress
brought upon them by the men they trusted even more tragic.
When telling Merry and Pippin the story of the Entwives, Treebeard connects the two
cultures, saying of the Entwives, "But they would like your country, so I just wondered."14 He
goes on to explain that the Entwives "ordered (plants) to grow according to their wishes, and
bear leaf and fruit to their liking; for the Entwives desired order, and plenty, and peace (by which
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they meant that things should remain where they had set them)."15 It is later explained, both in
the text and in Tolkien's letters, that Hobbits learned their responsible farming practices from the
Entwives (using Men as a conduit). In this way, Tolkien illustrates generations of neighbors and
cultures teaching one another ways to use the land without being destructive.
Throughout The Lord of the Rings, Tolkien gives us imagery of the devastation of nature
and plant life through war and industry. Some of the more memorable include descriptions of
Saruman's influence on Isengard and the destruction of forest land in Mirkwood and Fangorn.
But he also gives us glimpses of nature's ability to rebuild what was destroyed. As Frodo and
Sam travel to Mordor they encounter a long-forgotten realm of men where "all signs of
stonework faded, save for a broken pillar here and there, peering out of bushes at the side, or old
paving-stones still lurking amid weeds and moss."16 Likewise, as Aragorn and his soldiers
moved through the eastward side of Amon Hen on their way to battle they follow a "forgotten
wain-road (that) long ago had run down, back into the main horse-way from the City through
Anorien; but now for many lives of men trees had had their way with it, and it had vanished,
broken and buried under the leaves of uncounted years."17 Tolkien makes a point to show us how
nature can always take back the landscape even after being tampered with and changed by man.
This truth offers hope to the natural world and to those who care to preserve it. Perhaps the
strongest example of nature finding a way to continue is the passage where Aragorn finds a
sapling of the white tree after it is assumed that the species had gone extinct. "Then Aragorn
turned, and there was a stony slope behind him running down from the skirts of the snow; and as
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he looked he was aware that alone there in the waste a growing thing stood."18 Even when it
seems hope is lost, nature perseveres.
While it is true that, if left alone, nature can recover on its own, it is also true that with
help, it has a chance to recover faster. This idea is reinforced in The Lord of the Rings through
the Ents agricultural remodeling of Isengard as well as Sam's utilization of gardening skills (with
help from his gift from Galadriel) to rebuild the Shire to some semblance of its former glory.
As Gandalf and the four Hobbit heroes pass through Isengard on their way to the Shire,
they encounter a new version of Saruman's former fortress:
From Deeping-coomb they rode to Isengard, and saw how the Ents had busied
themselves. All the stone-circle had been thrown down and removed, and the land within
was made into a garden filled with orchards and trees, and a stream ran through it; but in
the midst of all there was a lake of clear water, and out of it the Tower of Orthanc still
rose, tall and impregnable, and its black rock was mirrored in the pool.19
What would have, on nature's terms, taken decades to do, the Ents were able to accomplish in
days. Also of note is the form in which the Ents chose to rebuild the area around Orthanc. Instead
of planting trees in the manner of a natural wilderness (which Treebeard previously explained to
Merry and Pippin the Ents preferred), they chose to plant a garden with orchards. This choice
could be in honor of the lost gardens of the Entwives, essentially helping to repair their memory.
Likewise, Sam can nudge along the regrowth of the Shire following the destruction left
by Saruman's "progressive" endeavors. Upon returning home, Sam and Frodo find that their rural
farming community has been ravaged by the hands of industry.
The pleasant row of old hobbit-holes in the bank on the north side of the Pool were
deserted, and their little gardens that used to run down bright to the water's edge were
rank with weeds. Worse, there was a whole line of the ugly new houses all along the Pool
Side, where the Hobbington Road ran close to the bank. An avenue of trees had stood
there. They were all gone. And looking with dismay up the road towards Bag End they
18.
19.
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saw a tall chimney of brick in the distance. It was pouring out black smoke into the
evening air.20
Remembering his gift from Galadriel, Sam gets to work repairing the damage. He "planted
saplings in all the places where specially beautiful or beloved trees had been destroyed, and he
put a grain of the precious dust in the soil at the root of each."21 By spring the trees sprouted and
grew, surpassing even Sam's hopes of renewal. While the entirety of The Lord of the Rings
works as a cautionary tale of moral obligation to preserve nature, the efforts of Sam and the Ents
make a strong point that there is also a responsibility to assist the rebuilding of nature following
any events that happen to damage or destroy it.
In the primary world, Tolkien witnessed drastic changes from agrarian to industrial and
commercial farming practices and the loss of connection to the earth that comes with such
change; but through these reparations at the end of his novel, he also provides hope that it is not
too late to go back – even strongly hinting that it is the responsible and "right" thing to do. In his
essay, "On Fairy Stories," Tolkien states that "Fairy-stories were plainly not primarily concerned
with possibility, but with desirability. If they awakened desire, satisfying it while often whetting
it unbearably, they succeed"22. A great amount of evidence suggests that a large "desire" that
Tolkien was hoping to awaken in the readers of The Lord of the Rings was his passion for
agrarian lifestyles and ethical and sustainable farming practices, specifically where humans
maintain a deep connection and appreciation for the Earth as it provides for them. I have shown
many examples of how he has been able to inspire others through his words, but it is highly
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questionable whether his ideals are even possible in the modern world. In the above passage,
however, Tolkien seems to be more concerned with inspiration than accuracy or possibility.
While Tolkien romanticizes ethical small farming practices in his novel, sustainable
agriculture is an incredibly complicated subject. According to the Agricultural Sustainability
Institute at the University of California, Davis, Agricultural practices changed dramatically in the
wake of WWII:
Food and fiber productivity soared due to new technologies, mechanization, increased
chemical use, specialization, and government policies that favored maximizing
production…Although these changes have had many positive effects and reduced many
risks in farming, there have also been significant costs. Prominent among these are
topsoil depletion, groundwater contamination, the decline of family farms, continued
neglect of the living and working conditions for farm laborers, increasing costs of
production, and the disintegration of economic and social conditions in rural
communities.23
One "positive" effect that cannot be disputed is that commercial, industrial agriculture has made
it possible to feed an exponentially growing world population that has tripled in the last century,
from approximately 2.5 billion people in 1928 to 7.7 billion in 2019. 24 Reversal of the system
humans have become used to depending on would mean personal sacrifices of both convenience
and possibly variety and availability. Current agricultural systems allow for supermarkets and
restaurants to serve and sell food that may be out of season locally or more exotic than would
even be available in different conditions.25 If it is possible to still feed an ever-growing human
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population using responsible practices idealized in Tolkien's work, that population would likely
have to decide if they would be willing to sacrifice such luxuries.
Another hurdle for proponents of a return to small farming practices involves a lack of
well-trained farmers. In a recent interview with the New Yorker, Wendell Berry explains that
Once, we could more or less expect good farmers to be the parents of good farmers. That
kind of succession was hardly a public concern. When farmers are taught, starting in
childhood, by parents and grandparents and neighbors, their education comes 'naturally'
and at little cost to the land. A good farmer is one who brings competent knowledge,
work wisdom, and a locally adapted agrarian culture to a particular farm that has been
lovingly studied and learned over a number of years.26
This description of farmers falls very much in line with that of the Hobbits of the Shire as well as
the principles advocated by Tolkien; but as agriculture grew more and more industrialized,
family farmers were forced out of the industry, unable to pass their knowledge, wisdom, and care
along to the next generations, essentially becoming a primary world example of Tolkien's
Entwives.
As daunting as the prospect of changing over a century's worth of unethical and
unsustainable agricultural practices seems, and however impractical and unrealistic Tolkien's
ideal may be, many are still dedicated to trying. Although they acknowledge faults and criticisms
in Tolkien's "purely romantic…idealized and unrealistic vision of a pastoral landscape,"
Dickerson and Evans argue that "a certain amount of idealism in an agrarian vision may be a
good thing…such an imaginative portrayal of an ideal is exactly what we need. Part of the
argument…is that Tolkien provides just this kind of imaginative inspiration."27 Likewise, while
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he holds realistic views of the situation of agriculture in today's world, Wendell Berry still fights
for change vocally and in his writing, stating
Happiness is the onset of the unexpected good. Maybe this is deeply planted in us, this
sense that what we're here for is to be elated and to be loved. So, you look at someone
you love…Your heart swells, and you know you're happy. Why shouldn't this apply to
your livelihood, your vocation, your crop, your dairy cows?28
He continues, paraphrasing Lancie Clippinger who said to him, "that a man oughtn't to milk but
twenty-five cows, because if he keeps to that number, he'll see them every day. If he milks more
than that, he'll do the work, but never see the cows!" Perhaps if more people were inspired to feel
this connection to the Earth – to truly know and appreciate their food and where it comes from,
these idealized visions could be made a reality on a large scale. In the end, it appears that a
change of mindset—a reconnection to nature, much like that portrayed by Hobbits and Ents—
could be key to mending the damage inflicted by industrial agriculture. Perhaps if we all had the
"hobbit-sense" of Sam, the world would be a better place; but this, I believe, was Tolkien's point.
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MODERNISM IN LABOR: APPROPRIATION IN RUKEYSER’S ‘BOOK OF THE
DEAD’
Maya Bornstein
Much of the literature produced during the Great Depression undertook the deliberate
appropriation of preexisting artistic forms to promote the Marxist cause, to awaken audiences to
the malevolence of capitalism, and to demonstrate the necessity of unity for the working class.
One prominent example is Muriel Rukeyser’s 1938 poem “The Book of the Dead,” which blends
hallmarks of the documentary form with mythopoetic elements influenced by major modernist
poets like T.S. Eliot. In fact, the mythopoetic and elegiac styles of “The Book of the Dead” can
be traced back directly to Eliot’s “The Waste Land,” which was published in 1922 and had a
potent influence on the following decade’s proletarian poetry movement. By drawing upon the
real testimonies of workers and families involved in the Hawk’s Nest tunnel disaster, one of the
most fatal industrial tragedies in American history, Rukeyser’s poem at once hybridizes and
criticizes documentary and Eliotian aesthetics, thereby centering the individual suffering of the
workers while at the same time demonstrating the universality of such suffering under the cruel
tyranny of capitalism.
As evidenced by the poem’s appropriative nature, Rukeyser’s work exists in constant
tension with T.S. Eliot, and his influence on “The Book of the Dead” is palpable. At the time of
the poem’s publication that influence was somewhat controversial, since Eliot and his ilk were,
in essence, philosophical enemies of the 1930’s Leftist view. In his book Crisis and the US
Avant-Garde, Ben Hickman states:
Since even unorthodox Leftists, like Adorno and Horkheimer, have been dismissive of
myth as the bourgeois siren-song of pre-capitalist fantasy, ‘the nostalgic stylization of
what may no longer be sung’, this space among social realists was predictably small, and
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would ultimately be unsatisfactory for Rukeyser. Alongside the usual anti-intellectual
denunciations of New Masses editor Mike Gold, who deemed Eliot ‘dull, bloodless,
intellectualistic’ though ‘well-tailored’, there were serious engagements with Eliot’s
work” (46).
The incorporation of Eliot, then, must be read as a deliberate attempt to bring modernism into a
necessary new context, to make its experimental aesthetics work for the working class. And
according to Suzanne Churchill, “Perhaps no poet so consciously or enthusiastically affirmed the
ineluctable entanglement of author, text, and audience than Muriel Rukeyser, a next-generation
modernist who sought to apply Eliotian poetics to leftist politics” (24). But while it draws on
Eliot’s literary historicism, mythical focus, and other aesthetic markers, “The Book of the Dead”
rejects the obscure objectivism seen in many high modernist texts, including “The Waste Land,”
opting instead to concretize her chosen forms into a collage that reflects and directly engages
with the labor movement’s Marxist core. In short, her utilization of earlier forms constitutes a
decisive and calculated act of appropriation – a determination to walk along the same aesthetic
paths, but to examine them with a more critical eye than their architects did, and to arrive at a
new dialectical destination.
To that anticapitalistic end, “The Book of the Dead” focuses on the deadly incident that
took place near Gauley Bridge, West Virginia between 1930 and 1935. The Hawks Nest tunnel
project was initially conceived to divert water from the New River to a hydroelectric facility
three miles away, which would then fuel Union Carbide’s metallurgical plant in nearby Alloy.
With the Great Depression well underway, laborers from all over the South were desperate for
work. According to the 1936 testimony of George Robinson before Congress, law enforcement
officials would force the men to attend their shifts under threat of violence, or chase them off if
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they were too sick to stand. The construction site itself was deeply hazardous and unventilated,
and the contractor refused to incur the extra expenses of protective gear. When the project
uncovered a valuable deposit of silica, a component of the steel-making process, Union Carbide
decided to mine the material for their Alloy facility. Richard and William Crandall’s essay
“Revisiting the Hawks Nest Tunnel Incident” explains that the “inhalation of small dust particles
from the rock led to a fatal lung disease – silicosis. The disease is caused when dust particles
become trapped in the lung eventually leading to scarring…The final result is an impaired ability
to breathe and, eventually, death” (267).
At least 700 of the project’s 3,000 workers are estimated to have died of silicosis, most of
them Black men, with higher estimates nearing 2,000 deaths. West Virginia Senator Rush Holt,
who served on the investigative Congressional subcommittee, furiously stated: “This is the most
barbaric example of industrial construction that has ever happened in the world. That company
well knew what it was going to do to those men. They brought up those transients, especially
from the South, and treated them worse than dumb animals should be treated” (qtd. in Crandall
272). The Hawks Nest tunnel incident, as one of the most jarring examples of capitalism’s
routine and systemic violence, provides perfect fodder for Rukeyser to build upon high
modernist poetics in a way that weaponizes the art against what she views as a fatal system of
oppression and working class enslavement.
⸎
To unpack Rukeyser’s methodology, it is necessary to revisit Eliot as her predecessor.
Despite reviewer Robert S. Baker’s description of it as an “astonishing gallimaufry,” “The Waste
Land” is generally considered an elegy at its heart. Baker acknowledges the text as “an elegy
dedicated to a lost felicity” (233), while poet Rolfe Humphries claims that Eliot “has written,
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with poetic authority too great to be questioned, the elegy of an age that is passing” (qtd. in
Hickman 47). But even if Eliot’s poem is read as a more literal requiem for a dead male lover, as
Churchill hypothesizes in her essay “Outing T.S. Eliot,” the mourned individual is obscured by
the fragmented collage of mythologies upon which the poem is built.
Yet the proximity of death looms over every inch of “The Waste Land” as Eliot struggles
to assemble a coherent lamentation: “Your shadow at morning striding behind you / Or your
shadow at evening rising to meet you; / I will show you fear in a handful of dust” (28-30). In this
passage from “The Burial of the Dead,” the unnamed speaker emphasizes that life is inescapably
framed (and therefore defined) by death – the shadow of nonexistence that comes before birth
and after dying – before acknowledging the fear of mortality in the symbol of dust. Imagery of
dust and “groundglass” likewise populate “The Book of the Dead,” drawn jointly from Eliot’s
line and from the fine silica dust that killed hundreds of Hawks Nest tunnel workers. But in
Rukeyser’s mythos, the dust is presented with an ironic emphasis on its beauty. In “George
Robinson: Blues” Rukeyser writes:
The water they would bring had dust in it, our drinking water,
the camps and their groves were colored with the dust,
we cleaned our clothes in the groves, but we always had the dust.
Looked like somebody sprinkled flour all over the parks and groves,
it stayed and the rain couldn’t wash it away and it twinkled
that white dust really looked pretty down around our ankles. (13)
In both poems the use of dust as symbol occurs either as the signifier or the signification of
death. Eliot’s handful of dust embodies the fear of mortality and its inevitability, but his semiotic
use pushes beyond the personal and the immediate to signify something more frighteningly
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pervasive. Scholar Cleo McNelly Kearns argues that “Eliot offers an apocalyptic moment still a
little haunted, perhaps, by mere psychological malaise but charged as well by a much more
profound and persuasive vision of the abyss” (134). In the above passage Rukeyser builds upon
Eliot’s famous precedent by infusing the symbol of dust with specificity, omnipresence, and
immediacy. It is not mere representation; it is the actual, literal, tangible cause of death, and the
reader is forced to confront the inherent violence of the dust as it is described, in all of its caustic
“prettiness,” by one of its very victims. Thus Rukeyser defies the reader to remain apathetic by
amplifying the real voice and identity of George Robinson, a Black worker and silicosis victim,
using words from his own Congressional testimony to make him a main narrator of the Hawks
Nest story.
Rukeyser’s intentions in fusing reportage with modernist technique is clear within the
Great Depression context. The poem’s portrayal of real victims, its grounding in documentary
motives, and its emphasis on the silica dust as a tangible source of death all reveal what
distinguishes Rukeyser’s new modernism from that of Eliot. It is specificity; the representation of
the specific suffering of specific individuals in a specific class in a specific place due to the
specific heartlessness of a specific system. Conversely, “The Waste Land” exhibits Eliot’s
preoccupations in far more sweeping terms that belie an avoidance of racial and class issues. In
his 1974 study “T.S. Eliot’s Aesthetics,” Péter Egri observes that “Eliot is consistent in his train
of thought and draws a negative conclusion: the whole of contemporary human civilization is
decaying” (7). In fact, the borders between the many voices that populate “The Waste Land”
don’t divide them so much as they exemplify each as a member of that decaying civilization.
Eliot depicts figures from many walks of life and many (mostly Western) countries; however,
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they are generally homogenized as merely human, primarily distinguished by gender, whereas
Rukeyser underscores the specificity of her poem’s figures in order to focus her text on class.
In fact, according to Egri the two poets’ views on class were fundamentally opposed:
“Although Eliot radically condemns the modern capitalist way of life, he opposes the social
system that is to abolish this way of life radically; this comes from his very notion of the
necessity of keeping up a class society” (7). This is unsurprising considering that Eliot was born
to an upper-class Boston family with Christian roots and received a stereotypically bourgeois
education, ultimately studying at Harvard, the Sorbonne, and Oxford (Norton 1574). Besides the
obvious preoccupation with death that accompanies the elegiac genre, Eliot’s work is far more
concerned, as were many of his similarly disillusioned contemporaries, with “the crisis of
bourgeois values, revealed by the bloody welter of the first imperialistic World War” (Egri 23).
In many ways “The Waste Land” acts as the apotheosis of the cultural plight Matthew Arnold
lamented in “Dover Beach” five decades earlier – the ebb of religious faith, the existential
sadness of mortality, and the consequent appeal to any and all classical mythologies for
fortification.
The feelings of fracture and futility that pervade “The Waste Land” are simultaneously
answered and mirrored in its complex web of mythologies. As an elegy for a dying civilization
the poem expresses its author’s attempt to cope with the chaos of modernity; therefore its
treatment of varied mythologies is a necessarily chaotic construction – a gallimaufry, to reprise
Robert Baker’s term. While the poem is separated into theoretically distinct sections, each flows
between multiple modes of experimental verse, often bordering on narrative prose, often taking
shape purely as dialogue, and persistently referring back to earlier threads to try and stitch
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together a cohesive garment. Certainly “The Waste Land” is cohesive in its themes; however, its
employment of mythopoeia is decidedly more disjointed.
The foundation rests on Eliot’s footnote in the first edition that “not only the title, but the
plan and a good deal of the incidental symbolism of the poem” (qtd. in Norton 1587) are
attributable to Jessie L. Weston’s 1920 book From Ritual to Romance. Weston explores the Holy
Grail legend with particular emphasis on the Wasteland motif, wherein “a great goddess…can
only maintain her 'fertility' through a mystico-magical sexual act, performed annually with the
year-god, a male consort less powerful than the goddess herself. After the consummation, the
year-god dies, or is killed, and is buried in the ground,” and is later resurrected so that the crops
may once again grow (Sloane 32). Here is Eliot’s source for the Fisher King, one of his poem’s
central figures, the impotent ruler of a barren wasteland. Tellingly, the poet focuses heavily on
the sterile sovereign rather than on the far stronger female rescuer who can replenish the land.
Imagery of water abounds in connection with the Fisher King, at once satirizing his title (is his
name literal? Where can one fish in a wasteland?) and threatening his life. During a tarot reading
the famed London clairvoyant Madame Sosotris pulls the drowned Phoenician Sailor card,
telling the protagonist to “Fear death by water” (line 55) before launching into a casual
conversation about Mrs. Equitone, a mutual acquaintance. This juxtaposition of the mystical and
the mundane exposes an anxiety about the imminent destruction of daily life – rather daily life as
Eliot wants to preserve it – which manifests in Eliot’s mythopoetic mode of stitching together an
often haphazard collage of Eastern and Western lore.
Within this chaos the reader must turn to Tiresias, who has “foresuffered all…sat by
Thebes below the wall / And walked among the lowest of the dead” (243-245), to be their guide.
Kearns attributes this role to the “voice of genuine wisdom beneath Tiresias's rather jaded ‘And I
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Tiresias have foresuffered all’ (243), and we detect or even half-create the voice of true
apocalypse beneath the bartender's conventional ‘HURRY UP PLEASE ITS TIME’ (141)”
(Kearns 135). In this way the fear and impending doom expressed by the other characters are
redirected in Tiresias the seer, who, blessed with keener insight, is able to articulate Eliot’s hope
in mythology as savior. This is clearest in the final section, “What the Thunder Said,” where the
symbols of barren rock and water are revived and contrasted under the thrum of “dry sterile
thunder” (342). The opening stanza reads:
After the torchlight red on sweaty faces
After the frosty silence in the gardens
After the agony in stony places
The shouting and the crying
Prison and palace and reverberation
Of thunder of spring over distant mountains
He who was living is now dead
We who were living are now dying
With little patience (322-330).
The sense of desolation is most palpable in this section, as Eliot begins to unite his characters
under the impending shadow: those who were under torchlight, in frozen gardens, in stony
places, in prisons and in palaces. No one is safe as “we,” everyone, collectively rushes forward
toward death. Later in the section that “we” is repeated in line 414: “We think of the key, each in
his prison / Thinking of the key, each confirms a prison,” which once again reiterates the
universal, inescapable nature of mortality.
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And finally, with the ultimate reappearance of the Fisher King in the last stanza (who
begs for time to “set [his] lands in order” as he nears the fatal water), Eliot inserts perhaps the
most self-revelatory line in “The Waste Land”: “These fragments I have shored against my
ruins” (431). The line offers a rare uncluttered moment of insight for the reader, beyond what
even Tiresias can see. Eliot’s magpie-like collection of mythologies and voices is a desperate
barricade against the certitude of cultural and mortal demise. Or, in Hickman’s words, “the crisis
of the war gives rise to a need for more than ‘fragments’ to shore against ruin, and calls upon
myth to establish conviction” (57). The question lies in whether or not Eliot succeeds. In his
essay “Feeble Translations: Failure, Global Modernism, and The Waste Land,” Christopher
McVey’s answer is a resounding negative.
The poem and the speakers within it may fail to restore the wasted land, just as the West
and the East fail to converge into a singular global tradition…the unification it seeks is
never achieved, at least in any definitive way. I propose, then, that we read ‘The Waste
Land’ not as a poem about crisis, but as a poem about failure. (182)
Therefore, if the old question is whether “The Waste Land” succeeds in weaving a cohesive
tapestry of Eastern and Western mythologies as protection from bourgeois and intellectual
demise, and the answer is no, the new question becomes: does Rukeyser succeed where Eliot
fails, and if so, how?
⸎
Sixteen years after “The Waste Land” was published, Rukeyser responds to the more
immediate crisis of capitalism by taking up the mythopoetic call. Hickman notes the shift in her
engagement with ancient texts by emphasizing that for Eliot, “myth is a means of access to the
belief that modernity had made problematic, a route to the underground roots of conviction
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buried by the relativism of the modern world” (58). This is where Rukeyser takes Eliot to task.
Of course, the Hawks Nest perpetrators are not modernity and relativism, and there are material
dangers in neglecting a focused, direct application of history, even mythical history. Moreover,
the ordinary existences of Eliot’s characters, whose classicist roots mirror the elite culture he
laments, are wildly different from the horrific realities of working class life in 1930s America.
Although Rukeyser employs mythopoeia, her methodology is profoundly different in both form
and motivation. The poem’s namesake is the Egyptian Book of the Dead, but it is as concerned
with the American mythos as with the ancient source material. Hickman identifies Rukeyser’s
“empowered” central figure as Isis, the Egyptian goddess associated with death, mourning, and
marital/maternal protection. Isis is perhaps most mythologically notorious for resurrecting her
dismembered husband Osiris (one of the year-gods Weston discusses alongside the Fisher King).
Refusing her fate as a widow, Isis magically reassembles Osiris, who “can only engender his son
Horus because Isis was able to magically fabricate his phallus and copulate with him, thus
uniting the male element – the phallus – with the female one – the pregnancy” (Pires 156).
The presence of Isis as fertile resurrector is brought to the forefront of “The Book of the
Dead” as a symbol of maternal mourning and of rebirth. The story is powerfully reinterpreted in
the speaker of “Absalom,” a woman whose husband and youngest son are coerced into working
on the Hawks Nest tunnel by the project’s foreman and consequently die of silicosis. The speaker
is forced to gain agency to fight for her family, echoing the Isis myth. When the doctor initially
refuses to examine her son, Shirley, without guaranteed payment, she says: “I went on the road
and begged X-ray money, / the Charleston hospital made the lung pictures, / he took the case
after the pictures were made” (10). When her son dies after three months of suffering, she
ensures his case is the “first of the line of lawsuits” and hitchhikes eighteen miles to collect the
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meager settlement money. Most notably, the speaker exhibits an Isis-like refusal to silently
accept the murder of her child: “He shall not be diminished, never; / I shall give a mouth to my
son” (11). The mother is at once a particular Union Carbide victim and a representative of all
mothers who lose their loved ones to the capitalist leviathan, and her act of giving “a mouth” to
her son is poignantly interpretable in two ways. First, it functions as a synecdoche for Rukeyser’s
poetic act in the poem of giving voice to the voiceless through the documentary form. Second, it
is a tragic act of resurrection for her son in which the speaker “assumes the phallus through a
reworking of the central fact of the Osiris myth, his re-membering by Isis, placing all the work’s
agency with the living and present woman rather than the dead, lamented son” (Hickman 48). As
in the Isis myth, wherein Osiris is only partially resurrected, Shirley’s voice alone is preserved –
orally mummified, as it were – while his body and life are carelessly robbed so that the more
fortunate may grow fatter.
Besides characterizing the speaker as an incarnation of Isis the reviver and mother,
“Absalom” contains more direct references to the Egyptian Book of the Dead. Leonard Scigaj
notes that “as Rukeyser conflates the Gauley Bridge tragedy with Egyptian religion and ecology,
these italicized allusions reinforce the poet's willingness to witness the truth of the events and
take ethical responsibility for them” (136). The third of these allusions reads:
I have gained mastery over my heart
I have gained mastery over my two hands
I have gained mastery over the waters
I have gained mastery over the river. (10)
This interlude occurs immediately after several lines of dialogue in which her dying child urges
her to “try to get compensation” (10) as she cannot make a living without her husband and sons.
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He ends by saying: “and the rest are going too,” echoing Eliot’s “We who were living are now
dying / with little patience.” In the context of her son’s death by silicosis, this is the evolutionary
moment in which the speaker takes command and refuses to let hegemonic power silence him.
Read as an Isis-like figure, the speaker’s heart is the well of grief and love which drives her act
of resurrection, and her hands enact that rearticulation.
But the passage has broader reach, denoting a mastery over the natural, ecological
features of the West Virginia landscape which emulates the connection between Isis and the
Nile, with its capacity to revive and fertilize the land. Several disparate versions of the Isis-Nile
connection exist. One claims Egyptians “regard the Nile as the effusion of Osiris, so they hold
and believe the earth to be the body of Isis, not all of it, but so much of it as the Nile covers,
fertilizing it and uniting with it” (De Iside et Osiride, qtd. in Pires 152). However, the version
Rukeyser ostensibly draws on is a legend propagated, significantly, by a Phoenician, according
to historian and religious phenomenologist C.J. Bleeker. (In fact, the ancient Phoenicians are
credited with spreading Egyptian culture throughout and beyond the Fertile Crescent.) Bleeker
summarizes it thus: “the ancient Egyptians celebrated the festival of the mourning for Osiris by
Isis at the moment that the Nile started to rise again. This rise of the Nile water was believed to
have been caused by the tears of Isis” (15). Here the parallel between the fertility goddess
mourning her year-god and the wife/mother mourning her silicotic son is evident, and becomes
underscored by the “mastery” she has gained over the waters and river. The water imagery
throughout the poem harks back to “The Waste Land,” where water is synonymous with death
(the drowned Phoenician sailor and Madame Sosotris’s warning). But far from legitimizing the
latter’s mythology, Rukeyser’s appropriation of the Nile-as-Isis’s-tears trope throws Eliot’s
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pessimism into sharp relief; for if the infertile king is sentenced to “death by water,” there can be
no hope for life in his arid wasteland.
Rukeyser is determined to reverse this narrative and infuse her poem with hope. The final
italicized allusion to the Egyptian Book of the Dead resonates with the triumph of Isis restoring
her husband’s body.
I open out a way, they have covered my sky with crystal
I come forth by day, I am born a second time,
I force a way through, and I know the gate
I shall journey over the earth among the living. (11)
The theme of rebirth in the second line, the storming of the gate in the third, and the challenge of
remaining obstinately alive in the fourth are together keys to unlock the poet’s intent. This is an
exultant battle cry against the violent monolith of capitalism and its profiteering on the backs of
dead workers. Like Isis finding her power, Shirley’s mother derives strength from the tragedy of
loss, and Rukeyser instructs her reader to do the same, to force a way through the gate and into
life by way of collective proletarian action. Read beside Eliot’s “Fire Sermon” section, the
poems’ respective central figures are forced into juxtaposition; Isis’s life-giving magic naturally
highlights the nihilism of Tiresias, and therefore the doom of Eliot’s other characters who merge
within him. Whereas Tiresias has “sat by Thebes below the wall” (245), an immovable structure
with no access point, connoting his impotence, Isis/Shirley’s mother finds the opening and forces
a way through. Whereas Tiresias “walked among the lowest of the dead” (246), Rukeyser’s
speaker “shall journey over the earth among the living,” signifying the determination and
defiance of a fate dictated by a bloodthirsty power structure.
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It is difficult – and inadvisable – to ignore the dichotomy of gender here as well. While
Tiresias is able to see the world through female eyes, he begins and ends his life as a man and is
consistently defined in “The Waste Land” as a man with feminine characteristics, so his is an
unavoidably masculine perspective. The Fisher King is likewise masculine, albeit emasculated.
Both figures are helpless in action if not in foresight, as Osiris was helpless without Isis, and as
the population of Egypt would be helpless in their starvation without her fertile power. Rukeyser,
meanwhile, takes an opposite approach in her mythopoeia, choosing to highlight feminine power
as poet and as witness to the pain of the Hawks Nest women who watched their male loved ones
die.
Rukeyser’s themes of transformation and rebirth come to fruition in the final section, the
titular “Book of the Dead,” which brings the documentary form begun in “The Road” full circle
from the very first line. Whereas the opening section begins: “These are roads to take when you
think of your country” (1), the last begins: “These roads will take you into your own country”
(28), suggesting a newfound sense of ownership over America and stressing the journey of the
author and the reader. The poem’s first line acknowledges the distance that must be traveled, and
the disconnect of looking at the groundglass’s inverted image. But by the final section the image
has been righted by the reader’s travels into the actual documents Rukeyser appropriates and
therefore into the acute, heartrending, spurring stories of Union Carbide’s victims. Besides the
revelatory precision of the documentary form, the use of roads as a symbolic through-line sets up
an antithesis to the pessimism exhibited by Eliot and other writers of 1920s modernism as a
reaction to chaotic modernity. Instead of only death ahead, there is momentum and direction to
be found in Gauley Bridge despite the violence that occurred there, and Rukeyser effectively
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draws upon ancient mythologies in a way that marks the way forward instead of shoring up
ruins.
Still elegiac, the title section mourns the “squandered human energy” of Hawks Nest in
particular and industrial negligence in general, finally speaking in the poet’s own voice in
contrast with Eliot’s circumventive personae. “What word must never be said? / Dead, and these
men fight off our dying, / cough in the theatres of the war.” Rukeyser here chooses a
confrontational stance, speaking taboo aloud to likewise embolden the reader. She tellingly
characterizes the class struggle as a war, which serves the dual purpose of highlighting
capitalism’s intrinsically destructive nature and propagandizing the Marxist movement by
appealing to American culture’s inculcated nationalism and fighting spirit. According to Scigaj,
“Implicit is the perspective that Rukeyser has been developing through the entire poem about
how, unlike Egyptian mythology, corporate power in America reveals an American morality and
mythology gone wrong” (140). The American myth Scigaj addresses in particular is the frontier
myth, a source of optimism and hope for the working class, which actually serves corporate
masters who implant and exploit the workers’ hope to tighten their grip on power and wealth.
Toward the end of “The Book of the Dead” Rukeyser performs the still more
confrontational maneuver of speaking directly to the reader:
You standing over gorges, surveyors and planners,
You workers and hope of countries, first among powers;
You who give peace and bodily repose
[…]
and you young, you who finishing the poem
wish new perfection and begin to make;
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you men of fact, measure our times again. (30)
The poem’s Marxist roots come in at full volume in this section as Rukeyser blends her elegy
with a call to arms, and the promise of power to prevent future industrially sanctioned violence.
She therefore names the workers “first among powers,” again emphasizing Marx’s camera
obscura and the possibility of righting an inverted power structure. And like Eliot broadening the
scope of doom to include those in the gardens and prisons and palaces, Rukeyser sounds the call
for all – the young readers, poets, and students setting out to create, the scientists and scholars,
the healers, and especially the workers who, like Isis, are the only hope of regeneration for those
nations rendered impotent by capitalism’s spear.
At its core “The Book of the Dead” is an act of revolution, and in order to catalyze
effective revolt against capitalist power it is necessary to expose its violent realities. For this
reason Rukeyser chooses to infuse her new form of modernism with documentary techniques
which are singularly capable of capturing and conveying the lived experiences of the Hawks
Nest tunnel disaster victims, and by extension all victims of a repressive class society. The poem
thus “participates directly in the writing of history” (Davidson 139), and by concurrently
utilizing and critiquing the purported objectivity of the document it is able to reshape its subject
matter to advance the socialist cause. Rukeyser’s goal is therefore not to hand the reader (the
“witness,” as she names them in The Life of Poetry) a refashioned court transcript and leave them
to draw conclusions about the world; neither is her goal to expound upon the futility and
unknowability of existence under capitalism in epic Eliotian scale. Hickman states that
“Rukeyser shows us how the radical writer could exploit the mythopoeic achievements of AngloAmerican experimental verse, however much they carried assumptions about history at odds
with her own as a Marxist” (47). This appropriation both honors and criticizes the fragmentary
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desperation with which Eliot approaches mythology, and moreover strengthens her feminist and
revolutionary ambitions. And by placing tangible conviction, transformation, and real grief at the
text’s core, Rukeyser is able to truly show us fear in a handful of silica dust.
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SUPERSIZING THE SUPERHERO GENRE: A PATH TO MORE HEROES OF COLOR
Maseri Kisa Schultz
A Pakistani-American girl trudges through the streets of New Jersey. After enduring
racist harassment from white classmates, she thinks to herself, “I can never be one of them, no
matter how hard I try. I’ll always be poor Kamala with the weird food rules and the crazy
family.”29-30 In Marvel’s 2014 reboot of the Ms. Marvel comic, protagonist Kamala Khan
grapples with being a high schooler and superhero of color in a Eurocentric society. Her plight is
a microcosm of racial underrepresentation in the superhero genre at large. The last decade has
seen enormous success for the Marvel Cinematic Universe (MCU), demonstrating a global
demand for this genre and thus its immense sphere of influence. These films still profit from
Spider-Man, a character from the 1960s who maintains popularity as an everyman of the
universe who teaches children that poverty does not hinder heroism. More recently, Captain
Marvel became a fan favorite as the first female lead in the MCU. She is an overt statement of
gender equality that reassures young girls that they can be heroes, too. However, as the genre’s
audience becomes more global and diverse, so increases the demand for racial representation that
better reflects the makeup of those readers and viewers.
Teens of color have stepped into familiar suits to mark a shift in what superheroes can
look like. In the introduction to Unstable Masks; Or, The Whiteness of the Superhero, co-editors
Sean Guynes and Martin Lund observe that “superhero comics creators…assume white faces,
bodies, and experiences to be the universal standards of American life.”31 Kamala Khan

29.

G. Willow Wilson, Ms. Marvel Volume One: No Normal (New York: Marvel Worldwide, Inc.,
2014), Issue #1.
30.
Bolded words reflect the way they appear in Wilson’s text.
31.
Sean Guynes and Martin Lund, “Unstable Masks; Or, The Whiteness of the Superhero (a
preview),” The Middle Spaces, published December 17, 2019.
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describing her diet as “weird” and her family as “crazy” shows the detriment of a Eurocentric
standard and the necessity of normalizing diverse portrayals of superheroes. She and Miles
Morales, a young Afro-Latino teenager, are two significant characters who use preexisting
superhero names to contest anglicized norms in the genre and emphasize the demand for more
heroes of color. Their complex origin stories and strong sense of agency center on identity
formation as they discover how they fit into mainstream society as marginalized figures. Marc
Singer notes in “‘Black Skins’ and White Masks: Comic Books and the Secret of Race” that
superheroes are “wholly externalized into their heroic costumes and aliases.”32 Because Miles
and Kamala don the masks of white heroes, Spider-Man and Ms. Marvel respectively, they must
find a way to personalize those masks or else dissolve into Eurocentrism. Singer’s essay, as well
as Guynes and Lund’s book, respond to Frantz Fanon’s “conception of whiteness as a mask to be
worn, an identity non-white people must perform in order to succeed in a white-dominated
society.”33 Miles and Kamala both choose to reject the white mask and represent their racial
identities through alterations they make to their costumes. Thus, this essay ultimately argues that
Miles and Kamala’s agency in their identity formation set a strong precedent for future
multicultural heroes and show demand for a more diverse array of role models in this globally
popular genre.
Henry Jenkins’s concept of multiplicity provides an effective foundation to advocate for
these characters, who may not depict unique stories of color, but are important stepping stones
on that path. His overview of the seven principles of transmedia education contrasts the idea of
continuity with that of multiplicity. For Jenkins, the “media industry often talks about continuity
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in terms of canons—that is, information which has been authorized, accepted as part of the
definitive version of a particular story.”34 In the superhero genre, today’s most popularized canon
is being established by the films coming out of Marvel Studios to make up the MCU. From the
release of Iron Man in 2008, Marvel Studios did not produce a film with a person of color as the
lead character until Black Panther ten years later. This demonstrates a continuity in the Marvel
cinematic canon of portraying Eurocentric stories until progressive and minority communities
demanded more. Multiplicity, on the other hand, suggests “possible alternatives to the
established canon” by presenting familiar stories in “different national contexts,” and this “helps
us to see the different values and norms of these cultures.”35 Miles Morales and Kamala Khan
embody multiplicity because they depict superhero norms from a minority’s perspective. Miles
and Kamala do not serve to erase the canon or negate the validity of its narratives, but rather to
expand the canon so that it embraces more experiences. This is crucial for a genre that reaches so
much of the global population and inspires so many young minds. While the ideal case would be
to introduce brand new superheroes of color, altering the existing canon through dynamic
characters like Miles and Kamala is a significant first step in that direction.
Sony’s animated film Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse follows the heroic growth of
Afro-Latino middle schooler Miles Morales. 36 He places immense pressure on himself to
become Spider-Man when he gains powers from a radio-active spider and witnesses the death of
the original web slinger, Peter Parker. The film depicts the convergence of Spider-People from

Henry Jenkins, “Transmedia Education: the 7 Principles Revisited,” Confessions of an ACAFan, published June 21, 2010.
35.
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different universes, and together they save the world from a fatal particle collider. Miles’s
narrative in this film focuses on discovering how he fits into the “Spider-Verse” and his home
community, and his transformation into a multiracial Spider-Man demonstrates the positive
impact of Jenkins’s multiplicity. Building on this idea, Mario Worlds and Henry “Cody” Miller
propose that “racebending” a character like Spider-Man takes a familiar story and presents it
from not just a different point of view, but a marginalized one.37 They assert that Miles in
particular “challenges existing notions about who can and should be a hero” and destroys racist
depictions of criminals and saviors.38 Where Peter Parker once represented plights of the average
teenager, Miles also represents those unique to teenagers of color. This does not in any way
discredit Peter Parker’s conflict, but rather adds another perspective to the story to reflect
marginalized members of the audience.

Miles is comfortable with his biracial heritage, but he grapples with conflicting black
stereotypes as they are represented by his father, Jefferson, and uncle, Aaron. Worlds and Miller
describe these archetypes, which are constructed by white notions of Blackness, as “illusions of
who commits crime (Black males) and the heroes who save society from them (White police
officers).”39 Aaron is a criminal from youth and henchman of the film’s villain, representing the
negative image of the black community often portrayed in mass media; he falls prey to the
criminal illusion. Jefferson, on the other hand, is a police officer and thus overcomes the
stereotype as a model minority. When Miles becomes a superhero, he complicates the dichotomy

Mario Worlds and Henry “Cody” Miller, “Miles Morales: Spider-Man and Reimagining the
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of law-enforcer and criminal, and creates a new option. His duty is to save lives regardless of
written law, to uphold a moral code by any means necessary. Because Miles looks up to both his
father and uncle, his ultimate goal is finding a way to emulate them both in his constructed
superhero identity. He makes the most progress in identity formation during the film’s
“ethnoracial pauses,” a phrase coined by Frederick Luis Aldama. These pauses are moments of
human connection and interaction in a superhero narrative that come between epic battle
sequences.40 It is through the interpersonal bonds he makes as the Afro-Latino middle schooler,
not as the powerful web slinger, that Miles is allowed to create a space for himself in a
Eurocentric pantheon of heroes.
As the film begins, Miles attempts to break away from the role his father represents
because it stifles his personal expression. We watch Miles walk to school with a skip in his step,
slapping stickers on various objects. These stickers are his tags, an illegal “subtype of graffiti”
made up of alphanumeric characters to create a “stylized signature.”41 His enthusiasm in leaping
up to tag a street sign demonstrates the importance of this self-expression.42 Brown, Brunelle,
and Malhotra argue that tagging is a rite of passage for adolescents because it “provides the
tagger with agency, purpose, and psychological resilience.”43 This opening scene introduces us
to Miles as an adolescent who wants to leave his physical mark on the world and thus gain a
sense of purpose and control over his identity. Immediately after landing from this leap, Miles
Frederick Luis Aldama, “MILES MORALES, the Bildungsroman, and the Ethnoracial Pause.”
Comicosity, published July 23, 2019.
41.
Gregory Hippolyte Brown, Lisa M. Brunelle, and Vikas Malhotra, “Tagging: Deviant
Behavior or Adolescent Rites of Passage?” Culture & Psychology 23, no. 4 (December 2017):
489.
42.
The stickers are known as “slap-tags” because they can be “affixed to a variety of surfaces
more quickly than physically writing with a spray can or Magic Marker.” Brown, Brunelle, and
Malhotra, “Tagging,” 498.
43.
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trips in front of a police car that turns out to be his father’s. Jefferson tells Miles to remove the
tags over the next weekend, and the young teen’s mood deflates significantly. However, he does
not argue or retaliate. Miles loves his father and wants to make him proud, but at the same time
values a form of self-expression that his father cannot condone. Jefferson also voices frustration
with the current Spider-Man, Peter Parker, as
they drive by a news bulletin about the hero.
He resents that Spider-Man “swings in once a
day” to perform heroics “in his little mask
and answers to no one” while Jefferson and
his men “are out there, lives on the line, no masks.”44 This opening ethnoracial pause directly
informs Miles’s journey to mastering his superpowers. Because of his father’s comments about
tagging and Spider-Man, Miles must confide in other role models. His struggle to both respect
his father’s rules and channel his individualism becomes amplified when he does gain his
powers, since he attempts to fit into Peter Parker’s mold without losing himself. While he is still
in this initial pause, Miles turns to a role model who can encourage his preferred outlet of
creativity: Uncle Aaron.
Miles has a stronger relationship with his uncle than with his father, and the lessons
learned from Aaron allow Miles to create his own identity as he becomes a hero. Jefferson has
established his brother as someone who makes poor choices and has a tenuous relationship with
the law, which is part of what draws Miles to his uncle. Aaron does not answer to the authority
Jefferson represents, so he does not hold that same authority over Miles. Early on in the Spider-
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Verse film, we see the uncle and nephew find their way to an abandoned subway tunnel where
Miles graffities a blank wall. Aaron helps complete his work by spray painting an outline of
Miles over the words “no expectations.”
When Miles wonders if the final product is
too “crazy,” Aaron responds that he sees
exactly what Miles is doing.45 We have
already watched Miles tag his neighborhood,
an act that distances him from his father. Authorities like Jefferson are duty-bound to “consider
graffiti vandalism,” while someone like Aaron can view it as “an art form appreciated for its
creativity [and] artistic inventiveness.”46 Aaron finds a secluded place, beyond the eye of the
law, for Miles to fully unleash the power of his art. He is the first adult to recognize Miles’s
desire to forge a unique path for himself, and finding a blank canvas for that expression gives
Miles the agency he needs to do so. As they are leaving the subway, Miles is bitten by the
radioactive spider that gives him superpowers, which links Miles’s personal expression to his
superhero transformation. The connection between these two integral aspects of his identity
emphasizes the importance of maintaining his sense of self as he steps into an established hero’s
spandex shoes.
Miles also contends with living up to Peter Parker’s name and begins mimicking him
before embracing his own take on the brand. One of the first Spider-People we meet from an
alternate universe is Peter B. Parker, a version of the character who continued crime fighting into
adulthood and lost his motivation in his forties. Peter soon begins coaching Miles by sharing his
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own techniques, but most of it happens during action sequences, not during the ethnoracial
pauses. On Miles’s first mission as a Spider-Man, Peter teaches him the “thwip and release”
technique to swing from branch to branch as they flee from their enemies.47 In this sequence,
Peter (left) and Miles (right) swing in tandem,
and Miles positions himself in perfect symmetry
to his mentor. Imitating Peter is a necessary
starting point to Miles’s identity formation as
Spider-Man, but he continues to grapple with his identity afterwards because Peter, being a white
man, cannot connect with Miles’s experience as a hero of color. This scene shows two SpiderMen more than it shows the individuals Peter and Miles, sidelining the opportunity to engage
with the identities behind the masks. In battle, Miles learns how to be the next Spider-Man;
between battles, he discovers how to be his own Spider-Man. That being said, Peter B. Parker
never asks Miles to be like him—he earnestly encourages Miles to discover strengths that set
him apart from other Spider-People. The issue remains that Miles cannot do so in the midst of
battle. As Frederick Luis Aldama insists, “Miles’s grand story arc builds in ample ethnoracial
pauses that breathe life into Miles in ways that go way beyond his superheroic battles.”48 He
must consider who he is as an individual to truly break free of Eurocentric expectations and
make a unique claim on the Spider-Man title.
When Miles loses faith in himself, his father is the one to help him reclaim his agency
and finally create his own role as a superhero. Throughout the film, Miles cannot control his
unique superpowers of turning invisible and creating electricity. As a result, Peter B. Parker
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realizes that Miles is not ready to accompany their team to destroy the particle collider and forces
him to sit the mission out. When Miles asks how he will know the time is right, Peter says, “You
won’t. It’s a leap of faith.”49 Peter then wraps Miles in webbing and leaves him to battle against
these words and his bindings. Jefferson then stops by to deliver some encouragement after
learning that Aaron has been murdered. Without waiting for a response from his son, he says
tearfully, “I see this spark in you…It’s yours. Whatever you choose to do with it, it’ll be great.”50
Having lost his uncle to the film’s villain and after being abandoned by his superhero mentor,
Miles’s father becomes his truest role model. Jefferson finally sees that hint of his brother in
Miles, and this is the first time that he does not give his son some kind of instruction. Instead, he
reminds Miles of his agency as Aaron would, encouraging him to ignite his spark of heroism in
the way that best represents himself. As soon as Jefferson leaves, we see lightning literally
crackle in Miles’s eyes, and he finds the strength to break free of his bonds.
Miles affirms his role as a new Spider-Man by customizing his suit and thus inspires
children of color to make their own mark on the world. He takes a suit previously owned by the
original Peter Parker, and spray-paints his own red and black design over it. Brown, Brunelle,
and Malhotra emphasize that tagging gives the artist a “larger-than-self” feeling of “I am.”51 In
painting the suit, Miles claims the Spider-Man name and infuses it into his sense of self, a visual
declaration of “I am Spider-Man.” Furthermore, Brown, Brunelle, and Malhotra explain how a
graffiti artist alters “the face of a public wall,” which “empowers [him] to feel control and
independence as well as symbolically define a portion of the public environment as his own
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creation.”52 In this case, the public wall is his costume. Spider-Man has long been established as
a public figure in this universe, often featured in news reports and popular culture. As a new
fixture in the public eye, Miles has created a new
image of the hero that reveals an integral aspect of
his identity. Not only has Miles redefined what
Spider-Man looks like to his public, but more
importantly he has redefined what the individual behind the mask can look like for the film’s
viewers.
The new costume gives Miles the courage to banish the expectations that once
constricted him, an affirmation to his family, himself, and his viewers that he can build a new
role for himself. He then trusts the “leap of faith” that Peter B. Parker had encouraged him to
take by jumping off of a tall building. The film’s script dictates that “Miles walks to the edge of
the roof, the wind buffeting…and LEAPS! The camera is UPSIDE DOWN. Miles isn’t falling
through frame. He’s RISING.”53 Not only is this the first time that Miles takes this risk with
conviction, but it is also the first time that he maintains control over his powers and fully
understands his duty to the Spider-Man name. Miles here rises above the expectations that had
previously stifled him. When the film ends, we see Miles swing through the city with confidence.
He even graffities a memorial portrait of his uncle, with his father’s help and on a public wall in
bright sunlight. Miles’s closing words to his audience are, “Anyone can wear the mask. You
could wear the mask.”54 Now that he has built a place for himself in the world of superheroes, he
invites his viewers to do the same in their own worlds, and in turn challenges comics creators to
52.
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make more room for characters like him.

In 2014, Kamala Khan made her debut as Ms. Marvel, and her conflicts with imitation
and identity are very similar to Miles’s story. In Ms. Marvel Volume One: No Normal, author G.
Willow Wilson writes one of the first female superheroes to openly struggle with female
costuming and exhibit complete agency over her costume design. Sean Guynes and Martin Lund
argue that the primary obstacle for female superheroes is that “acting too much like a man or
woman would effectively undermine her credibility as both a desirable woman and legitimate
superhero.”55 Kamala’s origin, depicted in the first five issues of her run, emphasizes her
decision to ignore the pressure to build that credibility, and instead develop her own aesthetic.
Her evolution into Ms. Marvel is one of conflicting fragments of identity, during which the
conflict itself, the attempts to resolve it, and the successful resolution are all represented by her
own physical constructions of her appearance and costume. As a Pakistani-American teenager
living in New Jersey, Kamala internalizes the sense of superiority that her popular white
classmates hold over her. She yearns to fit in with these classmates by attempting to shed her
Pakistani identity and submitting to conventional standards of beauty. Kamala’s gold standard is
her idol, Captain Marvel, and she vocalizes a desire to look more like her. As soon as Kamala
acquires her shape-shifting abilities, she uses them to morph into Carol Danvers in the hopes that
she will finally feel beautiful. However, the more time Kamala spends distancing herself from
her Pakistani culture, the further she gets from achieving self-confidence. Like Miles, Kamala
ultimately chooses to unite both sides of her personality by forging a costume that reflects her
chosen identity.
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As a child of Pakistani immigrants, Kamala represents the unique plight of non-white
children who are Othered despite being American-born. She often alienates herself because of
ignorant remarks from her white classmates, and a 2018 study confirms that children of
immigrants are more likely to experience mental turbulence when they are the target of
discrimination.56 Kamala initially distances herself from her Pakistani identity because Zoe
Zimmer, a popular white peer, makes her feel abnormal. In the very first scene of the first issue,
Zoe barrages Kamala’s friend with racist comments, asking if anyone pressured her to wear her
headscarf or if she would be “honor killed” for doing so. When the friend clarifies that her father
would actually prefer that she not wear it, Zoe remarks, “Wow, cultures are so interesting.”57
Kamala does not recognize that Zoe is being offensive, and instead internalizes the idea that she
is an outsider even though she was born and raised in the US. Kamala soon begins to resent the
non-white aspects of her identity, wondering why she has to “bring pakoras to school for lunch”
and why she is “stuck with the weird holidays” while “[e]verybody else gets to be normal.”58
This becomes the greatest fracture in Kamala’s identity, where she must be Pakistani or
American and loses something of herself in either choice.
Furthermore, Kamala is often at odds with her parents because of Zoe’s comments, which
leads her to argue with them and rebel against their rules. Kim et al. explain that having two
immigrant parents can cause more tension in the household than just one, due to added
dissonance in values and beliefs between the parents and the US-born child. Adolescents
typically express mental struggle externally through “arguing, fighting, and rule-breaking,” much
JaHun Kim et al., “Comparing Mental Health of US Children of Immigrants and NonImmigrants in 4 Racial/Ethnic Groups.” Journal of School Health 88, no. 2 (2018): 168.
57.
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of which we see in the first issue of Wilson’s Ms. Marvel.59 When Kamala returns home from
her conversation with Zoe, she asks her father if she can attend a party that Zoe mentioned. Her
father immediately dissents, arguing that it is unsafe for her to stay out late with “strange boys,
drinking God knows what.” Kamala retorts, “if I was a boy, you’d let me go to the party,” and
her father sends her to her room until she can respect his ruling.60 This prompts Kamala to
wonder why she cannot be “normal” like her classmates, and she sneaks out of her bedroom to
attend the party in secret. Kamala is certainly not the first superhero to feel torn between two
worlds, but her racially charged internal battle reaches certain members of her audience in a way
that Peter Parker or Carol Danvers never could. For Miles Morales, the racial conflict is more
subtly conveyed through the archetypes of his father and uncle. Kamala, however, addresses the
issue more overtly by talking about issues that stem from her heritage. At first, she fails to unite
the Pakistani customs learned from her parents with her peers’ perceptions of her, causing her to
reject the Pakistani norms. She even goes so far as to reject her own image when she gains her
superpowers, and this becomes her greatest lesson in embracing individuality.
Similar to Miles imitating Peter B. Parker, Kamala’s decision to adopt a white
superhero’s visage is the first step in discovering who she is as a hero and a person, and uniting
those aspects. Towards the end of Issue #1, Kamala storms away from a high school party after
enduring more racist comments from Zoe, and becomes enveloped in a Terrigen mist.61 Kamala
then finds herself in a sort of divine dream, kneeling before her idol Captain Marvel. Kamala
tells Captain Marvel about Zoe’s comments and how they implied that she had “kicked the dumb
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inferior brown people and their rules to the curb.”62 This is followed by an assertion that she is
an American from Jersey City, not Pakistan. In this moment, Kamala believes that the fragments
of her identity are inherently discordant; she cannot be Pakistani and be accepted by her white
American peers, nor can she conform to those peers without disrespecting her family. Captain
Marvel encourages Kamala to stop thinking about who she should be and to start considering
who she wants to be. With ease, Kamala says she wants to be “beautiful and awesome and buttkicking…I want to be you.”63 Kamala’s current conceptions of both “beautiful” and “hero” in
this moment are someone tall, blonde, and white. Kamala then adds that she would, however,
“wear the classic, politically incorrect costume,” instantly gravitating towards the sexualized
aesthetic established by earlier runs of Ms. Marvel. Kamala represents thousands of young girls
who internalize the desirability in such images, who believe that sex appeal as it follows
Eurocentric standards is integral to feeling and being considered beautiful. The issue concludes
with Kamala waking up in the form of Ms. Marvel and realizing that she can shapeshift into
anyone she chooses. She quickly discovers, as a moral for her female readers, that such a
lifestyle only further fractures one’s sense of self.
After her first performance in the guise of Ms. Marvel, Kamala realizes that stereotypical
superheroine costuming does not suit her, and she begins to rethink her outward presentation. In
her first experience as a superhero, Kamala performs as someone else, and it only leaves her
disappointed and dejected. She acknowledges that her powers gave her exactly what she asked
for, but she does not feel “strong and confident and beautiful.”64 She assumed that having the
hair and the boots would satisfy her need to fit in, but she has to drag herself forward as she feels
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“the boots pinch,” and the leotard gives her an “epic wedgie.”65 This marks the first time Kamala
realizes that the sexualized superheroine image is not one-size-fits-all. Appearance, in general, is
integral to Kamala’s superhero identity—the more she
adopts the visage of someone else, the further she strays
from the hero she truly wants to be. Through this scene
of self-doubt, Kamala demonstrates that even though
classic tropes of female superhero design are enticing
and attractive, they are ultimately impractical and do
not fit every persona. As we move into Issue #3, we see that Kamala’s heroic journey is one of
self-discovery and uniting what she perceived as separate fragments. She asks herself: “What
does it mean to have powers? To be able to look like someone I’m not…Would I still be
Kamala?”66 Her first two experiences as a superhero, performing as the “politically incorrect”
Ms. Marvel and then the current Captain Marvel, allow her to begin realizing that she cannot
present herself as another person and maintain her own individual identity. Her disappointment
in being someone else and its resulting questions become a crucial turning point in Kamala’s
constructed identity. This shift reveals the importance of combining her own personality with her
superhero identity, and that such a combination relies almost entirely on her chosen physical
appearance.
When Kamala resolves to officially step into the superhero role, she decides that she must
have a costume that she does not shapeshift into, and this decision begins to reconcile her
fractured identity. Towards the end of Issue #4, we see Kamala rummaging through her closet
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for a potential costume. This alone separates her from many of her heroic predecessors—she is
not suddenly granted her own unique costume, nor does she turn to someone else to build one for
her from scratch. She asks her mother for her burkini, a swimming suit designed to simulate the
conservative nature of a burka. This simple item of clothing is an incredibly powerful tool for
uniting all of Kamala’s warring identities. The burkini in and of itself serves as a Pakistani
cultural symbol, and by choosing it as her fighting garb, Kamala imbues her Pakistani identity
into who she is as a hero. Captain Marvel might also be read as representative of Kamala’s
American side, and the burkini echoes her red, blue, and gold color scheme. Using the burkini in
this way allows Kamala to be Pakistani and American,
an existing superhero and a new one all at once.
Furthermore, this outfit combats implications of the
clothing item that inspired its name. Bikinis are built to
expose as much skin as possible on idealized figures,
an idea that harkens back to motivations behind hypersexualized superheroine design. Kamala’s
burkini super-suit directly defies this tradition by representing her cultural values and allowing
her to maintain ownership of her body through covering most of it.
Her first mission in this outfit is also the first time that Kamala performs as a hero in her
own skin and feels truly confident. She decides that she can be both Ms. Marvel and herself, a
moment that depicts her in a power stance: her feet are planted sturdily into the ground, a
satisfied grin sprawls across her face, and her most accentuated features are her fists. Kamala’s
costume and bodily design reflect qualities that are central to her identity as a person and a hero,
which completely opposes the way in which the bodies of previous Ms. Marvels redirect
attention from the interior to their sexual appeal. Furthermore, this is the biggest panel on the
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two-page spread, taking up half of the right-hand page while the
other panels are slivers or small squares. As the reader turns to
this page, the size of this image and Kamala’s fists dominate the
reader’s gaze. This powerfully emphasizes her declaration that
she is Ms. Marvel. While this mission is not successful, Kamala
invests herself in superhero training and eventually hand paints a
lightning bolt onto her costume. Rather than being
hypersexualized and dehumanized, Kamala is hyper-aware of how she can manipulate her
appearance to more authentically represent her self-proclaimed identity and unite those aspects
she once thought discordant. She realizes that she can choose to forge her own unique identity
while using the same title. Throughout the series, Kamala resists people like Zoe who attempt to
control her identity and responds to them by developing agency over who she wants to be as a
hero, which is a powerful weapon against marginalizing forces.

Miles Morales and Kamala Khan exemplify ways in which characters of color can
embody existing heroes and still present engaging narratives. Rather than erasing themselves and
assimilating into an established canon, Miles and Kamala reflect on what distinguishes them
from these icons and embrace their own values and norms. Most importantly, they choose this.
They both attempt to wear the white mask, find that it does not fit, and use their agency to
diverge from the predetermined path. They manipulate their costumes in order to externalize the
non-white aspects of their identities, whether it is through graffiti or a conservative swimsuit.
Likewise, the directors of Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse and the creative team behind the
2014 run of Ms. Marvel used familiar stories to dismantle the assumption that white experiences
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are universal. After donning masks that reflect minority experiences, these characters achieved
success in the complexity of their narratives and also in sales, demonstrating a real-world
demand for diverse perspectives. The next step is using that demand to privilege more original
narratives featuring superheroes of color, and the more people see themselves in these comics
and films, the broader the genre’s audience will become. Most importantly, expanding diversity
in mainstream film and comics can prevent minority youths from believing, as Kamala once did,
that they can never be part of American society. Instead, they will start to believe Miles’s
promise that truly anyone can wear the mask.
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